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Dragon Puppet Exhibit Technical Proposal

Exhibit Overview
Storybrook Hollow presents “In the Halls of the Mountain King”; a one of a kind interactive fantasy exhibit
which offers the audience a gateway into the far-flung reaches of the realm of imagination. Step inside the
pavilion and behold an astonishing site – a life sized dragon. Its eyes closed the dragon slumbers but soon a
rumbling growl begins…the eyes open and then a deafening roar! As the saying goes, it is always best to let
sleeping dragons lie.
Measuring over 13 feet long overall with an impressive 3 foot long head our highly detailed dragon puppet has
a huge range of motion, blinking eyes, smoking nostrils, and an actor operated jaw complete with rumbling
and roaring sound effects. The interior of the pavilion set is decorated with all the trappings of a dragon cave
including moss-covered boulders, flickering torches, heaps of glittering golden coins, and the skeletal remains
of some rather unfortunate former dragon slayers. Guests observe the show in a 10x20 area behind
decorative rope stanchions.
Outside the pavilion a variety of handmade dragon and fantasy themed merchandise is available:






Life Sized Dragon Teeth, Scales, and Eggs
Gnomes, Faeries, and Goblins
Dragon Skeleton Faux Taxidermy
Souvenir Dragon Hoard Treasure
Dragon Slayer Bones

Each exhibition features the sleeping dragon coming to life smoking, roaring, and interacting directly with the
audience. The exhibit lasts approximately 5 minutes for a maximum audience of 30 people at a time.
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 Semi-flexible neck to allow for a range of L/R
motion around the weighted stand pivot point
(see diagram at right).
 Actor operated jaw movement (open/close)
and eye blink
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Entrance

Narration Script
Long ago, in many ages past…when this ancient world of ours was not quite so ancient…it was the time of
magic…it was the time of the dragon.
Fierce and fire breathing…once the skies were filled with the soaring of these mighty beasts – their hot breath
dancing across the sky. Long since lost to the mists of time the dragon has all but faded from memory into myth.
And now this wondrous magic stirs once more into the waking world. Leaping into life from the pages of history his fires are kindled once more in
his dark dwelling halls beneath the very roots of the earth – the mountain king – the last living dragon…
There are three main types of dragons; water dragons, earth dragons, and fire dragons. Before you stands a great fire dragon – draco flameus.
What a dragon’s true name is no man knows for sure, for it is a secret they jealously guard all their long life. Our friend here is affectionately known
as “Scorch”.
Lurking in their dark caverns deep underground the dragons of old gathered unto themselves vast treasure hoards of almost incalculable riches –
there to bask far from the prying eyes of men in the eternal starless twilight of their hidden halls of stone – bathing in rivers of gold.
Dragon’s often keep large colonies of gnomes and fairies with them in their abode in order for these small companions to tend to the dragon’s
various needs. The small magical creatures’ size and dexterity makes them well suited to their tasks of cleaning the dragon’s scales and sorting the
jewels and other treasures of the hoard. Great lovers of music, it is also said that the twinkling music of fairy-song is one of the dragon’s most
cherished delights.
Dragons, like sharks, shed their teeth continually over the course of their lifetime. It is said amongst the lore-masters of old that dragons’ teeth
hold magical properties. Legend has it that if a hero were to sow the dragons’ teeth in a field great warriors would spring forth from the earth – as
was told in the myth of the foundation of the ancient Greek city of Thebes. The expression “to sow a dragon’s teeth” is still in use to this very day.
Immeasurably clever creatures, dragons are greatly fond of riddles. But be warned – engage in a battle of wits with a dragon at your own risk for
should you lose such a contest more often than not you will pay for your pride and folly with your life.
It has been foretold that one day these oft maligned and yet majestic creatures will flourish once more on this good earth when the spirit of magic
and imagination awakens again in the heart of humankind. Until that time the dragon and all his glory slumbers on – leaping forth into life only
within the brief confines of our daydreams and fleeting fantasies. Only when the day comes where we truly believe…then, and only then, will the
dragons once more take to the skies. Let it begin today…

Meet Our Dragon, Scorch

Tooth Detail

Scales Detail
20’x30’ Canvas Pavilion

Merchandise Examples

Faeries
Gnomes
Goblins
Raven Skeletons

Baby Dragons

Dragon Teeth
Dragon Skeletons

Treasure Coins

Dragon Slayer
Bones

Additional Resources
Website:
www.StorybrookHollow.com
Online Store:
www.Etsy.com/shop/StorybrookHollow
Contact:
info@StorybrookHollow.com

